How it all started
By M Fuerst, L Le Gargasson, Y Riou and L Doucet

Hello everybody, today we are talking about the volleyball tournament which took place on Friday, 14 February, 2020.

We are a group of 4 people writing this article. Two of us were players while the others were spectators. We would like to share the thrill that this event brought into the high school. Everybody was hyped by the idea of playing together and having fun before half term. The idea came from members of the volleyball team who are in the CVL. They wanted to organize an event which would bring all the students together in order to have a good time.

The spectators were involved, cheering for their favorite team. They were surprised, in a good way, to see their friends playing in funny costumes like fisherman, pyjamas, 90’s fitness men/women.

The players were 120 students playing in 15 mixed-gender teams and a team of teachers. The thrill of victory was animating everyone.

We highly encourage to continue this tournament next year BECAUSE some players need to take their revenge!

The breton Apollo
by Matheo Le Floch and Nils Blot-Sapiens

Mathéo Le Floch trained at the Pont-l’abbé Volleyball Physical Education Club from 2009 to 2010, and from 2012 to 2013 at the National Volleyball Centre. He began a professional career in 2013 at the Volleyball Tremoce club. He was contacted by coach Eva Le Marc to return to the French team in July 2014. In January 2014, he broke his contract with VC Quimper, a club then coached by Charlotte Oléron. These international victories cast this charismatic and spectacular player under the lights and give him national star status.

In 2016, Le Floch won the French Cup in February 8. He was named the best player in the finals of the French championship, which he won with VC Brest. On March 29, 2018, he announced, in an interview with the newspaper L’Equipe, that he had chosen to back at VC Pont-l’abbé for the next season.

EDITORIAL

Welcome to you all who have come to visit our high school. This special issue is about an event that is also part of school life. Students need to find a balance between work and moments of pleasure.

This volleyball tournament was one more occasion to aim high, just like Banksy’s girl floating in the air.

We all felt elated!

Thanks to the supporters and all the contestants, whether students or members of the staff for a very Special Day.

------------

A success!
By Juliette Doux and Eva Le Marc

Finally, this volley tournament was a complete success! Indeed, everything went fine. Players competed in a really positive mood and were good sports. Moreover, it allowed students and teachers to share an original moment, outside the classroom.

Unanimously, that afternoon just before the holidays was a great occasion for everyone to let off steam, and to go on February break lifted up! Experiencing such moments is important in school life. It brings people together, which is nice for the highschool atmosphere! More motivated students than ever came out of the sportshall that day and so everybody won.

Rumour has it that our Headmistress will repeat the experience next year for our greatest pleasure. So the editor says.

Costumes at the heart of the show
By Juliette Stéphan, Tifenn Quéré and Amandine Beauvois

The volleyball contest was a success because of all the people who willingly wore costumes. It was a pleasure for all the supporters and the players. During that afternoon, we observed varied costumes like the team wearing balloon to look like the fruits in the oasis commercial. We also saw a team who wore pyjamas, and another one made of fishermen. Besides, some students decided to caricature surfers during that extraordinary moment because surfers embody our highschool.

Next year, which costume will you pick?

What a day!
By Polo Ziller

The atmosphere in the sportshall was explosive. The imnumerable supporters kept chanting and applauding. Never had the sportshall seen anything like it. A fierce battle between tireless competitors whose thirst for victory could not be quenched.

"The atmosphere was electric. The supporters were on fire. I received support from the top of the stands," says Mathéo Le Floch, one of the winners of the tournament, voted best player by the Laennec Federation of Disguised Volleyball. Indeed, there were many supporters, fervently chanting the name of their favorite player.